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Abstract

The attractiveness of many historical city centers has been endangered, if not destroyed, by an overwhelming car traffic.

The demand for easy car accessibility has neglected the fact that, once arrived in the centre, all visitors have to walk.

The multitude of functions, typical for European city centers, requires a good "inner accessibility".

Furthermore, shopping in the city centre increasingly has got the character of a recreational activity, an expression of a post-modern lifestyle.

This can work only if an interesting townscape (typical for historical city centers) can be perceived while walking in a good environment, that means, in undisturbed and well designed public open spaces.

In several German cities this has been achieved by the development - step by step within several decades - of large pedestrian precincts, comprehending street-networks of 6-10 km total length.
Munich is the most well known example, others are Bonn, Freiburg Nuremberg and Regensburg - and several more.

Walking under this condition became a pleasurable activity in itself, and city centers defended themselves against suburban shopping centers.

The success of this strategy is proved by the fact that meanwhile most new shopping centers are realized within or immediately adjacent to the historical city centre.

A good walking environment creates economical strength!

City centers with a poor environment, in contrast, often suffer from degradation and look very outdated.
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